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Why CERT?

Following a major disaster, first responders 
who provide fire and medical services will 
not be able to meet the demand for these 
services. 
Number of victims, communication failures, 
and road blockages will prevent people 
from accessing emergency services they 
have come to expect at a moment's notice.



1 firefighter for every 280 people
1 million firefighters – 750,000 volunteer

1 sworn officer for every 385 
people

436,000 sworn law enforcement personnel
291,000 sworn sheriff’s office personnel

1 EMT/paramedic for every 325 
people

860,000 all levels of pre-hospital services: 
basic EMT, intermediate EMT, paramedic 

First Responders Per CapitaFirst Responders Per Capita
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These numbers dramatically argue the case -- 

that we need to make sure people are better educated about home safety and emergency preparedness, 
that people need training in life saving skills, and 
that we need to increase volunteer service to support first responders, disaster response and community safety groups.�



2004

Charlie
Landfall 8/13
Category 4

Francis
Landfall 9/5
Category 2

Ivan
Landfall 9/16
Category 4
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In 200_ after three hurricane battered the Southeastern United States, FEMA called on CERT.  And the response was overwhelming.

At the Atlanta Surge Training Facility:
1850 Citizen Corps volunteers processed 
New database developed to track and account for volunteers
Obtained new server to house database
Tested concept of recruiting motivated volunteers through the Citizen Corps
Discovered Citizen Corps volunteers have a wide variety of needed skills 
�



Increased collaboration between government and community leaders.

Citizen Corps Local Strategy and Implementation



What is an Exercise?

An exercise is a activity that allows us to:
Assess and validate policies, plans, procedures, training, 
equipment, assumptions and interagency agreements;
Clarifying roles and responsibilities
Improves interagency coordination and communications
Identifies gaps in resources
Measures performance
Identifies opportunities for improvement

IN A REDUCED RISK ENVIRONMENT
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Basically, exercises are gap analysis that allow us to:
�



Why Exercise?
Successful responses to past emergencies have 

shown that exercising is an effective means to 
prepare
Case Study: Sioux City, IA plane crash

UA 232 loses one engine and all hydraulics
Crash lands at a small, local airport
More than half the people on board survive
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In 1989, United Airlines Flight 232, a DC-10 bound from Denver to Chicago, crash landed at the Sioux City, Iowa airport after losing power in one engine and the aircraft hydraulics. More than half the people on board survived the crash.
Their survival was based mainly on three main factors:
1. The response of the flight crew before the crash landing.
2. Trained rescue units waiting on the ground.
3. Centralized communications among all response agencies
In Sioux City, a Disaster Services Center had been established before the crash. Representatives from 40 local agencies met regularly and planned exercises. Just two years before the crash, the community conducted a full-scale exercise based on a commercial plane crash. This exercise revealed several problems including confusion in communications and inadequate numbers of ambulances
and other equipment at the scene.

The day after the crash , the Assistant Fire Chief said “We made mistakes during the exercise. The mistakes we made then did not materialize yesterday.”�



Role of CERT in Exercises

Participants and Exercise Support
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Depending on your local CERT’s missions they can be involved in exercises as either participants or as Exercise Support Personnel.

CERT teams are training in a large variety of missions; Fire Rehab, Search and Rescue, Citizens at Risk Out-Reach, Traffic Control, Shelter Operations, etc.   

How you use CERT in your exercise will depend on your needs.
�



Exercise Support
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During a recent Full-Scale Exercise in Connecticut, CERT provide a valuable role as Exercise Support Personnel.  The provide the back-bone of the Exercise Assemble Area. They provided site access control, traffic management, Actor Management, and participate staging.  

The use of CERT and other volunteers allowed use to free First Responders to work on the Incident (an IED that had exploded on a commuter train bound for NYC), while offering the CERT Teams an training opportunity in the establishment, management and sustainment of a Staging Area for a large scale incident.�



Exercise Participants
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CERT members can be integrated into exercises in the rolls that they would normally perform in the scenario. 

 Some of the rolls for CERT Teams during an incident include: Search and Rescue Teams, Communications Support (messengers), Scene Access Control, Staging Area Support, Fire Rehabilitation Stations.

Some scenarios (earthquake for example) can even be crafted so that there is a hand-off between the CERT Teams and the First Responders.  And an integration of CERT team members into the ICS structure.  In this slide, we a CERT team member acting as the scribe during an exercise.  A CERT members manning the FIRE Rehab, Assisting in Urban Search and Rescue operations.  �



Exercise Program Management Cycle
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So where do you include CERT stakeholders in the Exercise Program Management Cycle? The Answer is everywhere!�



Questions?
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